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ABSTRACT
With increase in the use of internet in this era it has led to several networking securities.
Although data encryption is the most widely used methodology but, this technology alone
does not ensure complete security. Therefore, steganography is introduced, which hides
the message into into the media such that no non intended party can identify the existence
of the message.
My research of work elicits an easy to implement but difficult to analyze steganography
for image. The complete work is divided in to two modules i.e. embedding module and
extraction module. The complete embedding modules revolves around embedding
message in such a way that the image quality is kept intact. Several algorithms are
combined together to reach the target. Starting from RS steganalysis, we have enriched
our work with evolutionary algorithm i.e. Adaptive genetic algorithm and OPAP to
increase the visual quality and robustness of the stego image.
The next module i.e. extraction module focuses on successful and meaningful extaction
of the hidden message from the cover image.
In this report, an extensive review report is presented for steganography of image
enriched with adaptive genetic algorithm and OPAP.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Now days the data communication with the security and its authenticity has became one
of the prominent factors in deciding the quality of data being sent and the quality of data
communication. The secured data transmission is dominating in the network security,
data transmission and communication based research and development. There are a
number of researches going on for achieving the optimized secured data over the
transmission channel. On the other hand the data transmission without any visual
recognition is on the top in the security concerns. Data encryption and privacy
preservation kinds of schemes are in abundant but considering image kind of data sets for
transmission the traditional encryption and decryption scheme do suffer a lot of
computational overheads and even it reduces QoS. For specific image security over
transmission line a number of approaches have been advocated such as RSA based
encryption, secret sharing approaches, but in present day scenario the decryption of such
deta using hacking protocols are in general. Even secret sharing approach cause huge
network overheads causing reducing in network efficiency. Thus, taking into
consideration of such requirement and limitations in existing approaches a paradigm
called Steganography has been developed. The data hiding and then transmission
technique is leading in the communication world. One of these techniques comes under
the roof of Steganography .
The new era of computer and its technology provides excellent and various ways for
Steganography . Redundancy is the main component of digital document. Therefore,
many documents can be modified without any change in the main document. There also
exist distinct ways to identify the redundant parts of a document. Secondly, image pixels
can also be modified to a bit whichis kept secret and unnoticeable to an unsuspecting
user. There exists different ways to identify the redundant parts of a digital document.
Mainly, Steganography implements different methods and techniques that help in
communications for unobtrusive transmission for military purpose.
13

1.1 Scope of the Project
Different scopes of the project are mentioned below :

Blind Steganalysis : It is important to distinguish cover image from stego image.
Although many techniques have been introduced for this but none of the techniques have
successfully implied solved security issues over network. This technique gives a better
way to find secret messages from the cover image. This technique majorly helps when we
are dealing with unknown and a new type of method for steganography.

Use of IWT and EVOLUTIONAY ALGORITHM: This method along with RS
analysis also uses evolutionary techniques to find best fitness techniques. This method
uses a more efficient technique to fight message breaking techniques.

Message length estimation : This method estimates the length of the message. All the
pixels are arranged in statistical manner which successfully determines the lenghth of the
message. This proposed technique is resilient to stastical attack. This method is important
when any of the non intended party want to extract the message.

Enhancement of existing steganalysis techniques : This proposed work is a
combination of various different techniques implied together to modify existing
techniques. With reduction in computational competency this method has increaded
visual quality and robustness of the image. Also, it helps in extracting successful
message.

1.2 Literature Survey
With the increase in computational security methods, this technique is introduced.
Steganography is the process which hides the secret data into a cover image using a key
such that no non intended party can break the message or even can feel the existence of

14

the message. Usually information is hidden in innocuous cover so that any non intended
party cannot suspect the existence of the hidden message.

1.3 Applications
There exist many different applications of steganogrphy . Some of them are mentioned
below :

1.

Copyright protection : If an user want to make an image his/her intellectual
property , he/she can hide the message in the image. this message is can be a
secret copyright notice or can be timestamp which can reduce the piration of the
material.

2.

In medical : There is a wide use of image steganography in medical area.
Considering an example, suppose a doctor sitting in India needs to send medical
report of a patient to a doctor sitting in America, he can hide all the information of
a patient in the reports.this medical information is very crucial therefore
steganography ensures that no information can be changed or modified while
sending reports over network.

3.

Sharing secret information : There are many situations , in which sharing
information secretly is must. Therefore image steganography provides a medium
to ensure that any secret message can be shared over network without any
modification or failure of that. For example, in some of the court processing, the
sender does not want to reveal his identity and therefore sends secret message
without showing his or her identity openly. He conceals himself through a secret
message written in the paper.

4.

Tagging different features : different attributes of the image can be written
secretly in the image so that all the informations regarding the image can be
available any time. The different attributes of the image can be tagging the people
in the image, or the place where the image has been clicked or it can also include
the time stamps of the moment where image is clicked.
15

Chapter-2

LITERATURE SURVEY
Under this section a survey has been conducted for various researches done for
steganalysis :
Su et al : The researcher proposed secret image sharing technique. This technique
protects the images involving dispersion of secret image into different shadow images.
Therefore, this method has a higher tolerance against loss of date and corruption
compared to other image protection mechanism. The different images of the secret image
is encoded using Huffman Coding Scheme and the arithmetic calculation of functions are
done in a power-of-two Evolutionay algorithm Field GF(2t). The result of generated
shadow image is 40% smaller than that of the methods which improves its quality in
transmission and hiding.
Wang, D. et al : The Researcher presented a method of secret sharing that involves
complex computation. A visual secret sharing (VSS) method decodes the secret image
without computation, but each shadow image is ‘m’ times as big as the original image.
Computation complexity and space complexity problems are solved simultaneously. The
author proposed a probabilistic (2,n) scheme for binary images and a deterministic (n,n)
scheme for gray scale images. In both the schemes simple Boolean operations are
performed without any pixel expansion. The (2,n) scheme defines a significantly and a
better recognized areas than other schemes. An exact reconstruction is then given by (n,n)
scheme.
Pei-Yu Lin et al : This author described the importance of different approaches towards
invertible image sharing the essence of invertible image sharing. According to the paper,
secret image must be loss-less and the distorted stego image should be able to return to its
original form. To achieve this purpose, the author followed these processes. Firstly, he
transformed the secret pixels into m-ary notational systems and then calculated the data
used to revert to original pixels using (t,n) threshold sharing scheme. In this way he
16

retrieved the loss-less secret image and revert the stego image to original. This scheme
allows a large capacity to embed secret data.
Yang, C.N et.al : This author proposed secret sharing scheme to authenticate unincidental or unintentional parties to a false stego image. However, these parties can
easily modify the image but cannot recover the secret image. Therefore, the author
presented a scheme that prevents dishonest participant from cheating. This also defines
the arrangement of embedded bits to improve the quality of stego image and therefore,
introduce the scheme to a loss-less version by means of Evolutionay algorithmlois Field
(GF)
Francia G.A. : Data encryption and authentication techniques have been widely used in
information security. Different generic data encryption techniques have been developed
for the same. These techniques are not efficient in encryption of multimedia content due
to large volume of digital image data. TO solve this issue, different encryption techniques
have been developed .In theses instead of encrypting the entire but stream, only the key
parameters of image are encrypted. This paper presents a review of all these processes
and suggests future directions.
Y. Li et al : Medical image connected through PACS largely suffer from security
breaches if any medical image is malevolently changed, the patience healthcare will
certainly be under security issues. To solve this issue the author proposed method to
extract the hidden information from stegomamograms without the help of original
images. The preview of this study also uses a watermarking technique which makes the
contents of the mammogram by providing protecting mammograms against illegal access
and malevolent modifications. This watermark could be removed to reveal the masked
mammogram when authorization for viewing is given.
E.T. Lin et al : The author introduced different data hiding techniques for digital images.
The paper explains the use of Steganography for hiding information in a digital image.
The ownership of an image should be secretly embedded in the data content of the image
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identified by the owner, It introduces all the developments in data hiding specially
including copyright protection of digital images
X. Kong et al : The author introduced optimal parity assignment (OPA) algorithm as one
of the pallet image Steganography method. He also presented a statistical method for
detecting secret messages embedded in an image by using OPA algorithm. He further
explored the singular statistic of core elements in OPA images. Static of cover image
from stego image is estimated by a special filtering operation. The result of the
experiment indicated that length of hidden messages can be estimated accurately using
this algorithm
K.H. Jung : The author presented new method of hiding data.. This is mean interpolation
method and has a high calculation speed and low time complexity. This method is completely
based on interpolation. This experiment came up with a result that an image can be embedded in
such a way that it maintains a high visual quality and robustness of the image. The PSNR of the
image is also guaranteed to be higher than 35db. Also, the advantage of this experiment is the
large capacity of hiding message

18

Chapter 3

RS attack Steganography Scheme Enriched with AGA Based
OPAP Optimization
In this research work or proposed project work, a highly efficient and robust
Steganography technique has been proposed. The proposed system “RS Resilient
Steganography scheme enriched with Evolutionay algorithm based optimal pixel
adjustment process (OPAP) has been developed while considering every aspects of
optimal steganalysis and optimal performance. In this chapter the high level design and
its development discussion has been presented.
3.1 High Level Design
System designing is one of the most important phase in development of the software. A
process in which all the functional and non-functional system requirements are
established by a system organization is called Software Architecture. Reduction of error
in stego image and cover image

is through EVOLUTIONAY ALGORITHM is

employed. It uses optimal mapping function to preserve properties of local images and
also to reduce the complexity of algorithm and then to increase the hiding capacity
Optimal Pixel Adjustment Process (OPAP) is applied

3.2. System Architecture
The system architecture of the proposed system is as highlighted below:
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INSERT THE DATA
Cover image

secret message

apply IWT

apply evolutionary method
blocking

chromosome
initialisation

selection

mutation

calculate Rm, Sm, R-m, S-m

apply 2D IWT and OPAP

Fig 3.2(a) System Architecture of the proposed research
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The overall system design can be expressed as follows:

select the cover image

select text to be embedded

insert stego key

Evolutionary method optimization

hidthe message
Inverse wavelet transformation

Embedded message

OPAP algorithm

Applying 2D inverse IWT

Message extraction

RS steganalysis
Fig 3.2(b): The overall functional flow diagram
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The above mentioned figures depicts the overall functionality of our proposed work. The
figure is self explinatory to understand the functional behavior of the system.
In the starting, the cover image is selected. After selecting cover image, the data that need
to be hidden is selected and put under cover image. A key is selected so that the same key
can can be used by receipent party to extract the message. Mapping function is then
applied on image after performing IWT . OPAP is applied the, so that the PSNR value
can be increased and the quality of the stego image does not get distorate much. After all
this, the message is embedded and send.
At the receipent end, the cover image is selected, key is provided and successful
extraction of message is made.
3.3 Data Flow Diagrams
A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a graphical representation of the "flow" of data through
an information system. Data Flow models are used to show how data flows through a
sequence of processing steps. The data is transformed at each step before moving on to
the next stage. These processing steps or transformations are program functions when
Data Flow diagrams are used to document a software design.
The Data Flow Diagram (DFD) for the proposed system can be decomposed into three
levels such as level 0, level 1 and level 2.
3.3.1 Data Flow Diagram-Level 0

Cover image

User
interface

Steganograhy
model

IWT

Embedded
message

message

EVOLUTIONA
Y
Fig 3.3.1 Level 0 DFD of Proposed Steganography Model
ALGORITHM
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The above diagram represents level 0 data flow diagram of our proposed model of
Steganography using Inverse Wavelet Transform and evolutionay algorithm. The
proposed model accepts the input of cover image (original image) from the entity of user
interface. The application also uses key for encrypting. Although the final objective is to
understand the intensity of RS analysis for the different types of stego images to be used,
but for the sake of simplicity, the above figure shows the protected user text message
(encrypted) as the obvious outcome of the proposed system.
Considering the overall system architecture and the real time implementation it can be
found that the overall system specification and the real time application can be achieved
only when all the integrating components are functioning properly.

3.3.2 Data Flow Diagram-Level 1

User
interface

Cover image

Embeddi
ng the
message

OPAP

EVOL
UTIO
NAY
ALGO
RITH
M

Secret message

Extracti
on of
messag
e
mapping

RS resilient
steganalysis
Fig 3.3.2 Level 1 DFD of Proposed Steganography Model
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The above diagram represents level 1 data flow diagram of our proposed model of
Steganography using Inverse Wavelet Transform and evolutionay algorithm. So from
Fig. 3.3, it can be seen that the main process in level 0 is generically classified as two
sub-process e.g. Message Embedding and Message Extraction, where the internal
processing using Inverse Wavelet Transform and Evolutionay algorithm will lead to
design a robust application RS-analysis. It embeds the secret message in the cover media
(e.g. image, audio, video, etc.) to hide the existence of the message. To resist to RS
analysis, the influence on the correlation of pixels needs to be compensated. The
compensation may be achieved by adjusting other bit planes. The proposed design
presents a new evolutionay algorithm approach in order to find the best position for data
embedding and also optimize the quality of the steganographic image using Inverse
Wavelet Transform.
3.3.3 Data Flow Diagram-Level 2:

1.2.1

Stego Image

pxInfo

1.1.2

initiateExtraction

Divide the cover
image ino 8x8
blocks

Extract Transform
domain coeff.

4-bit LSB

Keys

decrypValue
1.1.3

Perform 2D IWT
Extract 4 LSB in
each pixel

Pixel Seq for
extracting

decrypValue

Actual
Message

Fig3.3.3 Level 2 DFD of Proposed Steganography Model
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The above figure represents the level 2 data flow diagram of extraction methods used.
The process accepts the input of the stego image, which is then divided into the cover
image into 8x8 blocks. Two Dimension Inverse Wavelet Transform is extracted by the
transforms domain coefficient of each 8x8 blocks. Then the mapping function is
employed in the embedding phase and it then provokes to find the pixel sequences for
extracting. Finally 4-LSBs in each pixel is extracted to evaluate the actual message.
3.3.4 Data Flow Diagram-Level 3

User
interface

Secret text

8*8 block

Main
window

browse

image

LSB

Pixel
calculation

RS
steganalysis

Steganalysis
against RS
attack

New
image

AGA

OPAP
Adjust
pixels

Fig (vi) Level 3 DFD of Proposed Steganography Model
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Chapter 4
DETAILED DESIGN
This section contains a detailed description of software components, low-level
components and other sub-components of the proposed project work. Module design
helps for the implementation of the modules. The defined modules in the proposed
Steganography model is is initiated by the structure chart. Input requirements for the
module and outputs generated by the modules are illustrated in this phase.

4.1 Message Embedding
1. Introduction: This is the process flow diagram for message embedding
module to illustrate the initiation of security features along with
implementation of IWT and Evolutionay algorithm.
2. Purpose: The main purpose of this application is to show the flow of message
embedding operation involved in the process.
3. Functionality: The two dimensional integer wavelet transform is used to
calculating the representation of frequency domain of the corresponding
created 8x8 blocks In order to obtain 4 sub bands named HH1, HL1, LH1 and
LL1. After that 64 gens are produced that contains pixel numbers and each
pixel is of 8x8 blocks mapped. Each pixels are embedded according to the
mapping function in which the message bits in the form of 4-LSBs IWT
coefficients. Once the mapping function is applied then the optimal pixel
adjustment process is applied on the Image that is completely base on fitness
assessment. The result from this module is the stego image computed from the
input image and generated with the use of inverse two dimensional integer
wavelet transform.
4. Input: a user text message and image i.e. covered for reason of implanting is
basically used as a input for the processing.
5. Output: stego image is generated.
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6. Intercomponent Relationship: This module is has the interaction with every
components or subsystems of the running application and this module is liable
for the parameters selection for performing data encryption.

Input the cover
image

start

Embed the
message

Input the
secret image

Apply OPAP

Insert stego key
Store coff.
in new
image
Perform IWT

Initialize α and
perform
mapping

Apply IWT

stop

Generate stego
image

Fig.4.1Flow Chart of the Message Embedding process

4.2 Message Extraction
Introduction: This is the process flow diagram for message extraction module to
illustrate the decryption hidden text in the stego image.
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1. Purpose: The main purpose of this application is to show the flow of message
extraction operation involved in the process.
2. Functionality: This algorithm basically takes the input of the generated stego
image from the embedding process and applies IWT along with decryption
key to extract the secret text which has been hidden inside the stego image.
3. Input: The stego image is fundamentally used as input for for this processing
module and decryption key for message extraction purpose.
4. Output: Generation of original user text.
5. Intercomponent Relationship: This module mainly interacts with the
previously implemented message embedding process for performing
extraction

Start
Stego-Image
Apply LSB
Decryption
key

Actual
Secret text
extracted

Divide cover image to
8x8 blocks

Stop
Extract coeff.

Find pixel sequence
Fig 4.2 Flow Chart of the Message Extraction process
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Chapter 5

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION
5.1 Overall Description
Software Requirements Specification includes the functional and non functional
requirements for the proposed Steganography model using IWT and EVOLUTIONAY
ALGORITHM. The functional requirement includes what the proposed system should do
and non functional requirements include the constraint on the design or implementation.
Nowadays there is need of original data from the outer world hence we used a technique
in which secret information is hide in some another data (can call it vessel) and even do
not leave any indication of about alteration of data and this technique is known as
Steganography . But all outdated Steganography techniques have restricted capacity of
information hiding. These traditional techniques can hide only 10% or less than 10% of
the vessel’s data amount. The reason behind for limited data hiding capacity of these
techniques are either all least significant bits of the multivalued image are replaced with
the secret information or special portion of the frequency constituents of the vessel
image. Therefore, the requirements must be measureable, testable, related to identified
needs or opportunities, and defined to a level of details sufficient of the proposed
Steganography framework design.

5.1.1 Product Perspective
The project is basically a framework designed in Matlab. The product basically assists in
the academic evaluation of the strategy to be use against protection from RS-attack in
Steganography . The product is designed with encoding as well as decoding module. It is
also assisted by the simulation as well as the analysis section for the analysis of the
software application in terms of security. The recommended algorithm hires the wavelet
transform coefficients for embedding the messages into four sub bands of two
dimensional wavelet transform. We uses the Integer Wavelet Transform for the purpose
to avoid problems that created with the floating point precision.
29

5.1.2 Product Functions
In order to facilitate optimal security of the proposed Steganography model, the
following are the product functions:
1. The framework should work for both grayscale or colored (RGB) input image
formats to perform data hiding techniques.
2. The proposed project work should have an efficient and secure use of unique
cryptographic key for performing message embedding and extraction process.
3. The product utilizes Integer Wavelet Transform in order to avoid the problems
of floating point precision for the wavelet filter.
4. The proposed product also diminishing the variance error among the cover
image and stego-image by using optimal mapping and evolutionay algorithm
and also increases the hiding capacity with very low falsification.

5.1.3 Constraints
The constraints of the proposed system are as follows:
1. The product is designed on Matlab 2010, and therefore availability of the
similar or later version is mandatory to execute the project.
2. The input cover image should be standard image free from noise or presence
of any other programs within the image file.
3. The user text file is considered as plain text only.

5.2 Specific Requirements
This section contains all the software requirements to a level of details to enable the
design of the system to satisfy those requirements mentioned in product functions and the
testers to test that system satisfies those requirements. The items, which are going to
describe in this sections, are, functional requirements, non-functional requirements,
performance requirement, design constraint, software and hardware requirements,
interfaces information and software system attributes.
30

5.2.1 Functional Requirements
The following functional requirements provides a high level overview of the proposed
Steganography framework, in which the common activities, processes, and the products
are described in relation to how they create, use, and modify information.
Functional requirements are specified as follows:
1. The proposed system allows the user to accept the input of cover image, a
secret plain text, and a key to perform the further embedding process.
2. The system also use mapping function based on Evolutionay algorithm for
embedding secret data in integer wavelet transform coefficient.
3. The proposed system uses frequency domain in order to increase the
robustness of the Steganography module.
4. The proposed system uses lifting scheme for both designing wavelets and
performing the discrete wavelet transform.
5. The proposed system also deploys block based strategy for preserving local
image property and reduces the algorithm complexity compared to single
pixel substitution.
6. The proposed system efficiently gives the values of RS analysis evaluation.

5.2.2 Non-functional Requirement
The non functional requirements are specified as follows:
1. Usability: The callbacks are provided for each pushbutton in main GUI. The user
is facilitated to view and make entries in the forms by using property inspector.
2. Security: Application will be permissible to be used only in secure computer
system on network so there is less feasibility of insecurity over the functionality
of the application during performing experiments.
3. Maintainability: The users of the proposed system either know or not know
functioning of the system, for this perspective the manual of the offered system
will be delivered to the user for easy installation and ease of operation.
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4. Availability: The system will be always available about to clock time apart from
the time requirement for data backup.
5. Portability: This portability application is introduced in MATLAB 2010.This
will be portable to other operating systems that supports Java Development Kit
and .NET framework is available for the OS.
6. Integrity: The project work is basically designed in an integrated development
environment, where each functions, member, attributes are designed under Matlab
methods. Building and debugging the main functions will integrate all the classes
accordingly for the proper compilation of the project work.
7. Extensibility: The project work is also open for any future modification and
hence the work could be defined as the one of the extensible work.

5.2.3 Performance Requirements
The performance requirements of the proposed system are as follows:
1. The project work is expected to run in any windows with Matlab environment
running over it for proper execution.
2. For the optimum performance of the project work, the user needs to evaluate
the application only after the creation of the separate folder where the user
must store the original cover image file in JPEG format, stego-image file in
PNG format and message in plain text format.
3. The response time for a transaction is expected to be smooth and streamlined.
4. The application is expected to have superior mode of operation with ever
cycles.

5.2.4 Design Constraints
This section indicates any design constraints on the proposed Steganography application.
Following are the design constraints representing design decisions that have been
mandated and adhered to, in building the system. The different design constraints are as
follows:
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1. The application uses one cover image and only one user text for performing the data
hiding technique.
2. The entire design is provisioned to execute in single computer system.

5.3 Resource Requirement
5.3.1 About Matlab
The proposed simulation work is developed in Matlab. MATLAB is an elevated height level
language as well as interactive surroundings that make possible to present computationally
concentrated tasks sooner than with conventional programming languages like a C, C++, and
FORTRAN.

MATLAB identify how to be used for a wide assortment of applications, including
indication as well as image processing, communications, control design, test along with
measurement, financial modeling furthermore analysis, in addition to computational
biology. Add-on toolboxes (collections of particular intention MATLAB functions)
enlarge the MATLAB environment to resolve exacting classes of troubles inside this
application region.
MATLAB present an amount of features used for documenting as well as sharing the
work. Individual preserve combine the MATLAB code with additional languages along
with applications, moreover allocate the MATLAB algorithms as well as applications.
5.3.1.1 Key Features
1. High intensity language for methodological computing
2. improvement environment for running code, files, as well as data
3. Interactive tools used for iterative examination, design, along with trouble
resolving
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4. Mathematical intention for linear algebra, static information, Fourier
investievolutionay algorithmtion, filtering, optimization, as well as numerical
incorporation
5. 2-D as well as 3-D graphics purpose for envisage data
6. Tools for constructing custom graphical user crossing point
7. Functions intended for incorporating MATLAB based algorithms with outside
applications as well as languages, such as C, C++, Fortran, Java, COM, with
Microsoft Excel

5.3.1.2 Developing Algorithms and Applications
MATLAB present a high-level language as well as improvement tools so as let single
quickly build up and examine the algorithms as well as applications.
5.3.2The MATLAB Language
The MATLAB language ropes the vector as well as matrix operations that are essential to
engineering along with technical troubles. It facilitates speedy improvement and
implementation.
Through the MATLAB language, individual preserve program as well as build up
algorithms earlier than with conventional languages because single do not required
performing low-level governmental tasks, such as pronounce variables, identifying data
kinds, along with distributing memory. In several containers, MATLAB remove the
required for ‘for’ loops. As a consequence, single line of MATLAB code can frequently
replace numerous lines of C or C++ code.
By the similar time, MATLAB present each and every features of a conventional
programming language, including mathematics operators, flow control, data structure,
data kind, object-oriented programming (𝑂𝑂𝑃), as well as debugging features.
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Figure 5.3.2 A communications inflection algorithm which produce 1,024 random
bits, present modulation, adds compound gaussian sound, as well as plots the result,
every in presently 9 appearance of MATLAB code.
MATLAB lets single perform commands or assemblage of commands individual by a time,
with no compiling with linking, enabling single to rapidly iterate to the best solution.
For speedy execution of important matrix along with vector computations, MATLAB
employ processor-optimized libraries. For general-purpose scalar calculation, MATLAB
produces machine-code commands utilizing its JIT (Just-In-Time) collection equipment.
This machinery is obtainable on the majority of platforms, afforded execution velocity
that rivals those of established programming languages.

5.3.3 Development Tools
MATLAB incorporate improvement tools that assist individual to execute their algorithm
professionally. These incorporate the subsequent:
1. MATLAB Editor: presented standard suppression along with debugging
features, like a setting breakpoints with particular stepping
2. Code Analyzer: ensures the code for troubles and advocates alteration to make
the most of presentation and maintainability
3. MATLAB Profiler: proceedings the time expend executing every row of code
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4. Directory Reports: Scan every the files inside a index and report on code
competence, file dissimilarity, file dependency, as well as code coverage

Figure 5.3.3 A Code examine reports, which consist of recommendation for creation the
code faster and easier to preserve.


Programming Tool: Matlab

5.4 Summary
This chapter consists of all the specifications for the requirements like software
requirement, hardware requirement and the additional tools required for implementing
the developed tools. Here in this chapter the well designed and prepared explanation for
the requirements and the specifications have been mentioned that will help to understand
the real working scenario. This chapter is also having a brief introductory for the
implemented software tool MATLAB.

5.4.1 Software Requirements
Operating System

:

Windows XP, Vista, 7
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Language

:

MatlabR2010b and later

5.4.2 Hardware Requirements
RAM

:

1 GB or Higher

Processor

:

1.84 GHz dual core

5.4.3 Interfaces
The user interface of this application is a framework application where user can use this
application for the evaluation of RS attack , in this concept the for RS-analysis it is very
tough to detect the presence of the secret message. The algorithm’s usefulness in
opposition to steganalysis with good optical quality and this is established from the
experimental results of the recommended algorithm. The RS attack is the most
remarkable steganalysis algorithm through which statistic analysis of pixel values has
performed for detection of steg-message. In this project work we introduced a new
Steganography based on IWT and evolutionay algorithm for the assurance of security
alongside to RS analysis. When the secret message has embedded in the least significant
bit(LSB) of the cover image, then the modification is performed by the evolutionay
algorithm of the pixel values of the stego-image to maintain the statistic characters of the
message.

5.4.3.1 Hardware Interfaces
The project work is basically the software solution with no dependency on any
specialized hardware devices. But still for the proper design of the hardware interface, the
user needs to assure about the presence of proper windows 32-bit OS specifically of XP
type of min 1GB of RAM. Matlab environment software needs to be installed for the
proper operation of the framework application.
5.4.3.2 Software Interfaces
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Of course, Steganography is only one entity of security, and the token is only one
component in a system where a secure stego-algorithm based on Evolutionay algorithm
and IWT is proposed. The motive of the software interface is to achieve equilibrium
between the security and the image quality. The evolutionay algorithm will be used to
estimate the best adjusting mode and by using these adjustments the artifacts can also be
discarded that are due to the Steganography and the quality of the image will be upgraded
not degraded. Therefore, the software interfaces to be used will be .Net framework for
proper execution of Matlab environment.

5.4.4 Software System Attributes
The software should be secured from unwanted installation in insecure networks. The
application should be stationed in such a way that only authorized personnel can perform
experiments on the RS analysis. If the application is directly connected to insecure
network, there is a probability of various network attacks on the system harming or
corrupting the secure algorithms designed.
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Chapter 6

IMPLEMENTATION
One of the most important and vital step for a project development is the implementation,
that presents the real way implementing scenario, methods and step by step development.
The implementation phase is the final and last phase of the development process and this
phase produces the final solution. This phase implements all the actual manifestation
which are analyzed and specified in design phase. We can also say that the
implementation is mapping of design document of the final product to achieve the final
product by using techniques and programming languages. The implementation of the
system developed has been done on the MATLAB software platform.

6.1 Implementation
Implementation of proposed Steganography application is always preceded by important
decisions regarding selection of the platform, the language used, etc. these decisions are
often influenced by several factors such as real environment in which the system works,
the speed that is required, the security concerns, and other implementation specific
details. Before start the implementation of the proposed project three

foremost

implementation decisions have to be made. Those are as follows:
1. Selection of the platform (Operating System).
2. Selection of the programming language for development of the application.
3. Coding guideline to be followed.

6.2 Implementation Requirements
The implementation of the proposed system will require a standard cover image along
with a normal plain text file for performing the message embedding procedure. However
the software requirements for performing the implementation will be:
The language chosen for this project is Matlab
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The operating system used will be either Microsoft windows XP, Vista, 7

6.3 Selection of the platform
Windows® XP present the major reliable edition of Windows constantly with the most
excellent security as well as privacy features Windows has always presented. On the
whole, security is enhanced inside Windows XP to assist you have a secure, safe, as well
as confidential computing occurrence. Windows XP existing into 2 version-Windows XP
Home version for home utilized, and Windows XP proficient for businesses of every
extent. Security features inside Windows XP Home version build it yet safer intended for
you to store and look through at the Internet. Windows XP Home version approach with
developed in Internet link Firewall software that presents you with a flexible protection to
security intimidation while you are linked to the Internet mainly if you utilize for all time
on connections like a cable modems as well as DSL. Windows XP specialized consist of
the entire of the security abilities of Windows XP Home Edition, in adding additional
security administration features. These significant novel safety features determination
decrease your IT costs as well as develop the safety of your business systems. Windows
XP Home version security service is intended to be stretchy, as well as get into account a
broad diversity of security and privacy condition that you will countenance as a home
consumer. If you are previously recognizable with the security model during Microsoft®
Windows NT® edition 4.0 along with Microsoft® Windows® 2000, you can identify
several of the security features inside Windows XP Home Edition. By the equal time, you
can also discover a quantity of familiar features that is distorted considerably beside with
innovative features that will get better your aptitude to handle system security. For
instance, if you employ the Internet to talk online or to send as well as accept e-mail, you
might be susceptible to hacker attack. To defend you from these problems, Windows XP
has integrated improved security features that build your online knowledge yet safer.
Let's obtain a appear on the significant security as well as privacy features inside
Windows XP Home Edition which build you with your information additional secure
though you are containing the majority creative Windows user experience always.
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Windows XP Professional consists of a quantity of features that businesses are able to
utilize to defend preferred files, applications, as well as additional resources. These
features consist of access control lists (ACLs), security groups, along with Group Policyin other to the tools that agree to businesses to configure and handle these features.
Mutually they present a powerful, yet stretchy, access control communications for
business networks.
Windows XP recommend thousands of security associated setting that preserve be
implemented independently. The Windows XP operating system also consist of
previously describe security templates, that businesses container implement with no
alteration or utilize as the essential for a additional modified security configuration.
Businesses will relate these security templates have been given while the:


Generate a resource, like a folder or file contributes to, as well as moreover allow
the defaulting access control catalog settings or implement custom admittance
control catalog settings.



Place client inside the standard security groups, such as Users, Power Users, as
well as Administrators, and utilized the defaulting ACL settings that used to those
security groups.



Make use of the fundamental, companionable, secure, as well as Highly Secure
Group Policy templates that is presented with the operating system.

All of the Windows 𝑋𝑃 security features-𝐴𝐶𝐿𝑆, security groups, as well as Group
Policy-have default settings that will be customized to suit an exacting association.
Businesses are also able to build utilize of relevant tools to implement with change access
control. Several of these tools, like the Microsoft administration Console snap-ins, are
mechanism of Windows XP specialized. Additional tools are integrated with the
Windows XP specialized source Kit.
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6.4 Selection of Language
For the implementation of this development we required supple systems implementation
language. Compilation ought to be comparatively uncomplicated compiler, present lowlevel entrance to memory, present language build that map professionally to machine
instructions, as well as necessitate minimal run-time hold up. Program ought to be
accumulating for an extremely wide diversity of computer platforms as well as operating
systems with least modify to its source code. For the Graphical User Interface (𝐺𝑈𝐼)
programming, language preferred must be easy to employ, secure, structural design
neutral as well as portable. Further necessities of 𝐺𝑈𝐼 are:
1. User interface management: Windows, menus, toolbars as well as additional
presentation mechanism be hold up by the language.
2. Data and presentation management: language is necessity enclose a wealthy
toolset for proposing data to the user as well as influence that data.
3. The Editor: The language is supposed to contain an editor, an influential and
extensible toolset for constructing convention editors.
4. The Wizard Framework: A toolset for effortlessly making extensible, user
responsive Wizards to direct users during additional multifaceted responsibilities.
5. Configuration management: somewhat than boringly put in writing code to
admittance remote data as well as handle and save user-configurable settings, et
cetera. The entire of this is being able to be glowing managed by Matlab.
Consequently Matlab is preferred for the GUI improvement.

6.5 Coding guidelines
The subsequent are the guiding principle subsequent throughout the implementation of
the development of the project.
1. Initialize the entire member data as well as confined variables. Every
pointers ought to be initialized to apposite values or𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿.
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2. A counter variable that is utilize merely in for loop must be initialized
inside that loop, relatively than on the top of the function, where, variables
confirmed in nested loops determination be frequently constructed as well
as destructed. During cases where building or destruction is costly, it
might be preferable to affirm the variable outside the loop.
3. Utilize tracing declaration at serious points inside the code.
4. For the entire of data kind definition has been utilized.
5. The total message configure is accumulated in header file.
6. The entire functions must not go beyond more than 100 lines.
7. Function pointers will not be used.
8. Complete code should be properly depressed
9. Where required use conditional compilation statements.

6.6 About Matlab Environment
MATLAB is a high level technical language for computers and cooperating environment.
It is used in wide range of applications for performing several operations such as
numerical computation, analysis of data, data visualization and developing algorithm.
MATLAB can solve the several technical problems sooner comparative to older
programming languages like Fortran, C, C++. This language is widely used in scientific
applications like communications, control design, computational biology, financial
modeling, signal and image processing. We can easily import the MATLAB coding in
many other languages.

6.7 Algorithm Implementation
6.7.1 Algorithm for performing message embedding
Algorithm: Message Embedding
Input: Colored Image, Key, user plain text
Output: Stego-Image with embedded data
Steps:
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1. Accomplish Integer wavelet transform with the help of lifting scheme
2. Start from the HAAR wavelet and get the corresponding lifting scheme
3. Primal ELS to the lifting scheme is added.
4. Integer LWT of the same image is performed.
5. Image is divided into 8 x 8 blocks and IWT on each block is performed
6. Determine the frequency domain representation of blocks using 2D Integer Wavelet
Transform
7. Find the image size
8. Generate 64 genes containing the pixels numbers of each 8x8 blocks as the mapping
function.
9. Initialize empty matrix for storage of the wavelet values
10. Obtain 8 x 8 block for RGB
11. Perform IWT
12. Concatenate all coefficients together
13. Store the coefficient in new image
14. Embed in 4-LSBs IWT coefficients each pixel according to mapping function.
15. Save the transformed image
16. Fitness evaluation is performed to select the best mapping function.
17. Embedded capacity is calculated.
18. Optimal Pixel Adjustment Process on the image is applied.
19. Image is converted to binary
20. Inverse 2D-IWT is calculated on each 8x8 block.

6.7.2 Algorithm for performing message extraction
Algorithm: Message Extraction
Input: Stego-Image, key
Output: Original Secret Message
Steps:
1. Divide the cover image into 8x8 blocks
2. Extract the transform domain coefficient by 2D IWT of each 8x8 block.
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3. Employ the obtained mapping function in the embedding phase
4. Fmd the pixel sequences for extracting.
5. 4-LSBs is extracted in each pixel

6.7.3 Algorithm for performing steganalysis against RS attack
Algorithm: RS-Analysis
Input: Stego- Image
Output: Perform comparative RS-Analysis
Steps:
1. Function for non-positive flipping is created
2. Function for non-negative flipping is created
3. LSB is changed as per flipping
4. Initialize Relative number of regular block after positive flipping (Rm) = 0;
5. Initialize Relative number of Singular block after positive flipping (Sm) = 0;
6. Stego-image is divided into 8x8 blocks
7.Non-negative flipping (Fn)
8. Non-negative flipping (Fp)is applied
9.Cumulative correlation(c) is calculated
10. Correlation for non-positive flipping (Cn) is calculated
11. Correlation for non-negative flipping (Cp) is calculated.
12. Iterate the step 7 to 10 to 1000 times.
13. Compute the count of occurrence for block is regular under non-negative flipping
(ppr)
14. Compute the count of occurrence for block is singular under non-negative flipping
(pps)
15. Compute the count of occurrence for block is regular under non-positive flipping
(pnr)
16. Compute the count of occurrence for block is singular under non-positive flipping
(pns)
17. IfCn>C
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18.

Increase Pnr

19.

Pnr = Pnr +1

19. Else
20.

Increase Pns

21.

Pns = Pns+1

22. IfCp>C
23.

Ppr = Ppr+1

24. Else
25.

Pps = Pps+1

26. IfPpr/Pps>1.8
27.

str = 'R+';

28.

Rp = Rp+1;

29. IfPps/Ppr>1.8
30.

str = 'S+'

31.

Sp = Sp+1;

32.IfPnr/Pns>1.8
33. Update str
34.

str = [str 'R-']

35.

Update Rm

36.

Rm = Rm+1

37.IfPns/Pnr>1.8
38.

str = [str 'S-']

39.

Sm = Sm+1

40. Classify the blocks into 4 groups (R+R-), (R+S-), (S+R-), and (S+S-)
41. Reject the block which doesn’t fall in Step 37.
42. Use evolutionay algorithm for minimizing R- block.
[NOTE: Compared with the original image, the amounts of R + R- and S + R- blocks are
increased in the steg-images. This phenomenon can be detected by the RS analysis. The
target of our algorithm is to decrease the amount of R- blocks. Evolutionay algorithm will
be used to adjust them]
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6.7.4 Algorithm for implementing evolutionary interactive method
Algorithm: Minimizing R- blocks using Adaptive genetic algorithm.
Input: Stego-Image, Alpha value
Output: Minimization of r-block
Steps:
1. Perform Chromosome Initialization Steps.
2.Select every 3 adjacent pixels in the block
3. Initialize maximum Fitness as 0
4. Initialize Alpha as 0.88
//The factor alpha is used to control the weights of the visual quality of the stegimage and the secrecy of the embedded message.
5. Flip second lowest bit randomly for number of time
6. For kk = 1: length (Block)-2
7. Chrom = Block (kk:kk+2);
8. Cp = non_negative_flipping (Chrom);
9. Cn = non_positive_flipping (Chrom);
10. Initialize e1 and e2 as 0
11. Compute Correlation (C, Cn, and Cp)
12. IfCn<C
13. e1 = 1;
14. End
15. IfCp> C
16. e2 = 1;
17. End
18. Apply PSNR = SNR (Chrom-Cn); // See Line-7
19. Apply FITNESS = alpha*(e1+e2)+PSNR
20. If fitness>maxfitness
21. maxfitness = fitness;
22. Chrommax = Cp;
23.crossover = crossover+1;
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24. End
25. Replace chromosome with new one
26. Compute pns and pnr
27. IfPns>Pnr //See line-15-16 of previous algorithm
28.

Block is successfully adjusted

29. End
30. Compute difference, diff1 = Ppr-Pnr
31. Compute difference, diff2 = Pps - Pns
32. If diff1>0.05*diff2
33.

Adjust the next block

6.8 Implementation and Result Analysis
6.8.1 Experimental Scenario
The recommended method is applied on the images of 512x512 size and each of 8 bit in
the format of grayscale, images that are used is “ship”, ”koala”, ”chrysanthemum” and
”penguins”. Then the generation of messages are started randomly and length is same of
each message according to the maximum capacity of hiding. Table I represents the stego
image quality with help of PSNR feature. To discriminate the images in grayscale format
to the PSNR is impotent for the human visual system. In this project messages are
projected in the K-LSBs, the k is lies between 3 to 6 and PSNR is received. The results
represents highest message hiding capacity and visual quality for k value is 4 or 5, so
value k is taken as 4.

Table.6.1. Comparison of PSNR of Images for variant value of K
Cover Image

PSNR
K=3

K=4

K=5

K=6

Ship

46.83

39.94

32.04

24.69

Penguins

51.88

45.20

37.45

29.31
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Chrysanthemum 48.41

40.44

31.17

23.60

47.32

40.34

32.79

24.80

Koala

Fig.6.1 shows the original cover images along with their histogram and analyzed
4lsb histogram to compare it with the ones of the resulting stego image to test for
imperceptibility.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(f)

(h)
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(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Fig.6.8.1 Four Cover image used in system simulation and their corresponding
histogram (a) Cover image Ship (b) ship histogram (c)stego histogram of ship (d)
Cover image penguin (e) penguin histogram (f) stego histogram of penguin(g) cover
image koala (h) koala histogram (i) stego histogram of koala(j) Cover image
chrysanthemum

(k)

chrysanthemum

histogram

chrysanthemum.
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(l)

stego

histogram
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Chapter 7

SYSTEM TESTING
The aim of testing stage is to discover defects/errors by testing individual program
components. These components may be functions, objects or modules. During system
testing, these components are integrated to form the complete system. At this stage,
testing should focus on establishing that the system meets its functional requirements,
and does not behave in unexpected ways.Testing is performed at different stages. Test
case is used as input data which are applied to the system for testing. when the test case
are performed on the system for testing then the output are forecasted from these test
cases inputs if the system is working similar to the required specification. This is to
examine the behavior in a cohesive system. The test cases are selected to ensure that the
system behavior can be examined in all possible combinations of conditions.
Accordingly, expected behavior of the system under different combinations is given.
Therefore test cases are selected which have inputs and the outputs are on expected lines,
inputs that are not valid and for which suitable messages must be given and inputs hat do
not occur very frequently which can be regard as special cases.
In this chapter, several test cases have been explained with the underlying the proposed
Steganography using Evolutionay algorithm and Inverse Wavelet Transform.
1. Test Environment
The software was tested on the following platform.
2. Hardware
250 GB Hard Disk, Min 1 GB RAM with 1.84 GHz Dual Core processor
3. Software
Operating System – Windows XP (32 bit and 64 bit)
Matlab R2010a, RMatlab2012b or Later
.Net 3.5 Framework
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7.1 Unit Testing
The unit testing represents the testing for the individual units of a complete project
module. Unit testing is used to be performed on the each individual unit of the modules
of project. As the complex system is divided into subsystem and subsystem has number
of units. so there is need for testing of each units of a system module. The goal of unit
testing is to perform testing on each unit and also verification is performed by comparing
the system design specification. The test plans for unit testing is inclined at the system's
development design phase, and using these test paths the control paths will be tested to
remove the errors within the modules of the system.. The interfaces of each of the module
have been tested to ensure proper flow of the information into and out of the modules
under consideration. Boundary conditions have been checked. The test case are also
applied on the all independent paths of the system and independent paths will be
examined to make sure that at least one time all the statements in the project module are
executed and another testing is performed onto the error handling paths. All units are
tested individual with deeply analysis for errors finding and error correction. Finally the
result obtained from this unit testing phase, each unit has tested for their proper
functioning and matches the specified outcome for that particular module.

7.1.1 Testing Strategy
The strategy that we use to perform unit testing is described below:
1. Features to be tested – The features to be tested, most importantly include the
operation of individual component for the proper execution of the entire program.
2. Items to be tested – The items to be tested include all the individual units or
functions, which collectively form the whole system In case of unit testing the items
to be tested, are the types of the message file along with image file to be used as stego
image as well as cover image.
3. Purpose of testing – The purpose of the testing is to check the unit functionality of
the main project source.
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4. Pass/Fail Criteria – The pass or fail criteria are designed with the basis of

appropriate compilation of the main source file.

7.1.1.1 Unit testing of main user interface application
This section covers the test cases for the results of execution of the main user interface of
the proposed application.
Table 7.1 Unit Test case for main user interface
Sl # Test Case : - UTC-1
Name of Test: - Unit Testing of “main_window.m”
Item being tested: - Appropriate loading of Main graphical user
interface

Sample Input: - 


Cover Image
Secret message
Link with all respective functions created

Expected output: - The main GUI should load while executing the file
Actual output: - Same as above
Remarks: - Successful

7.1.1.2 Unit testing of main Steganography application
This section covers the test cases for the results of execution of the main user interface of
the proposed application.
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Table 7.2 Unit Test case for main Steganography application
Sl # Test Case : - UTC-2
Name of Test: - Unit Testing of “main_stego.m”
Item being tested: - Appropriate estimation of PSNR
Sample Input: - 


Cover-Image
Link with all respective functions created

Expected output: - Estimation of PSNR
Actual output: - PSNR value shows as 7.65
Remarks: - Successful

7.1.1.3 Unit Testing of Embedding Capacity
This section covers the test cases for the results of execution of the embedding capacity
of 3 LSBs.
Table 7.3 Unit Test case for embedding capacity
Sl # Test Case : - UTC-3
Name of Test: - Embedding capacity for 3 LSBs
Item being tested: - Capacity of Embedding
Sample Input: - 

Binary cover image

Expected output: - Successful estimation of embedded capacity.
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Actual output: - Same as above
Remarks: - Successful

7.1.1.4 Unit Testing of RS-analysis
This section covers the test cases for the results of execution of the RS-analysis.
Table 7.4 Unit Test case for RS-analysis
Sl # Test Case : - UTC-3
Name of Test: - RS-analysis
Item being tested: - Appropriateness of RS analysis

Sample Input: -

Count of occurrences of non-positive and nonnegative flipping for both regular and singular
block

Expected output: - RS analysis estimated perfected
Actual output: - Same as above
Remarks: - Successful

7.2 Integration testing
After each unit has been tested then there is need to perform integration testing.
When we started to integrate the units of system then some problems may be arises data
may be lost during the interfacing or the modules can conflict each other's functioning
and the structures of the global data can also represent some problems. In this testing
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phase all modules are integrated and after that the whole program will be tested as a
single program. Integration testing performing the two functions at the same time: one is
for developing the program structure and the second is test cases are applied to the
interface to discover the errors

7.2.1. Testing Strategy
The unit testing is performed by using testing strategy andthis strategy is mentioned
below:
1. Features to be tested – there are mainly two features need to be tested are: one
feature for testing is integration of components and at least two or more than two
components are integrated and it started from the right of the integration bit ranges,
and second one is to test the cover image in order to cover image matches with the
respective message size.
2. Items to be tested – The items to be tested includes the basic components of sizes of
the message along with the image size for the correct compatibility of the fit for
embedding rate. The output of this type of testing usually checks the compatibility of
two different modules for performing the accurate steganographic functions.
3. Purpose of testing – The purpose of this integration testing is to scrutiny the
functional modularity between all the modules considered in the respective test-cases
mentioned below.
4. Pass/Fail Criteria – The pass or fail criteria of this type of testing is based on the

proper debugging of only the respective java files related to the mentioned test cases.
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7.2.1.1 Integration Testing of bit ranges

Table 7.5 Unit Test case for bit ranges
Sl # Test Case : - ITC-1
Name of Test: - Check the bit ranges.
Item being tested: - bit range
Sample Input: - bit range
Expected output: - End bit range not in range 1-6
Actual output: - End bit range must be higher than start range
Remarks: - Pass

7.2.1.2 Integration Testing of message capacity

Table 7.6 Unit Test case for message capacity
Sl # Test Case : - ITC-2
Name of Test: - Check the message fills actually fit.
Item being tested: - put the size in the first 32 bits
Sample Input: - put the size in the first 32 bits
Expected output: - Message is too big for this image.
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Actual output: - Message is too big for this image.
Remarks: - Pass

7.3 Functional testing

Functional testing is a type of black box testing that bases its test cases on the
specifications of the software component under test. Functions are tested by feeding them
input and examining the output, and internal program structure is rarely considered (Not
like in white-box testing).

7.3.1. Testing Strategy
The strategy that we use to perform unit testing is described below
1

Features to be tested – The features to be tested includes the validation testing for
the RS analysis along with other respective components like type of filters used,
pixels computation at the time of performing embedding of the message to be hidden
using stego image as well as cover image

2

Items to be tested – The items to be tested include the major programs involving RSanalysis as well as input image file filter for validating the functional as well as nonfunctional requirements used by the applications.

3

Purpose of testing – The purpose of this validation testing module is to check the
validity of the major functional as well as mapping with all the non-functional
requirements used in the respective test-cases

4

Pass/Fail Criteria – The pass or fail criteria is the matching of the expected and the
actual outputs of the integrated modules.
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7.3.1.1 Functional Testing of RS analysis

Table 7.7 Unit Test case for RS-Analysis
Sl # Test Case : - FTC-2
Name of Test: - RS analysis results for flipping performed on all
Item being tested: - Overlap Whether the blocks should overlap or not
Sample Input: - The color to analyze

Expected output: -

calculate the estimated percent of flipped pixels
and message length

Actual output: - Same as above
Remarks: - Successful

7.3.1.2 Functional Testing of IWT

Table 7.8 Unit Test case for IWT
Sl # Test Case : - FTC-2
Name of Test: - Functional testing of IWT
Item being tested: - Check execution of IWT
Sample Input: - Cover image divided into 8x8 blocks
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Expected output: - IWT is performed
Actual output: - Same as above
Remarks: - Successful

7.4 System Testing
When the unit and integration testing has performed the proposed software or project is
bring together as a complete package. After integration testing, when the errors related to
the interface of the modules has uncovered and corrected also according to the desired
results, then there is need to perform the validation tests. In the validation test we tested
the software functioning that is acquired and desired by the user of that software. so the
main task of system testing is to perform different tests and each test has to be perform
for verification of different function. Testing is performed to compare the desired results
and actual functioning of the system in respect to the system requirement specification.
So the system testing is performed for the verification of that each and every system
component achieve their designated functions and integration between them is same as
acquired.

7.4.1. Testing Strategy
7.3.1.1 System Testing of Operating System

Table 7.9 System Test case for OS versions
Sl # Test Case : - STC-1
Name of Test: - System testing in various versions of OS
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Item being tested: - OS compatibility.

Sample Input: -

Expected output: -

Execute the program in windows
NT/2000/XP/Vista/Windows-7
Performance is better in windows Vista and
Windows 7

Actual output: - Same as expected output
Remarks: - Successful

7.3.1.2 System testing of performance time

Table 7.10 Unit Test case for performance time
Sl # Test Case : - STC-2
Name of Test: - System testing for performance time
Item being tested: - Average performance duration
Sample Input: - Execute the program in 10 passes

Expected output: -

Actual output: -

Normal average time encountered as 1-2 minutes
only.
Normal average time encountered as 1-2 minutes
only.

Remarks: - Successful
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7.3.1.3 System testing of processor type

Table 7.11 Unit Test case for processor type
Sl # Test Case : - STC-3
Name of Test: - System testing for processor type
Item being tested: - Compatible processor

Sample Input: -

Execute the program in core to duo, dual core, and
Pentium 4

Expected output: - Best performance in Core 2Duo
Actual output: - Same as expected output
Remarks: - Successful

7.3.1.4 System Testing of IDE versions

Table 7.11 Unit Test case for IDE versions
Sl # Test Case : - STC-4
Name of Test: - System testing for IDE versions
Item being tested: - Matlab IDE version compatibility with programs
Sample Input: - Design and Execute the program in Matlab 2010
Expected output: - Backward incompatible
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Actual output: -

Same as expected output. The project doesn’t run
on any older version of Matlab 2010.

Remarks: - Successful
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSION
In the developed system, a novel Evolutionay algorithm based steganographic system is
introduced which is supposed to defeat almost all known steganalysis methods. The
developed system architecture facilitates the better conventional technical for
Steganography . This method optimizes localization in which the message or the user
specified data is to be embedded on the cover image. This overall system has been
designed for Steganography that facilitates the data hiding in the image file. Here the text
data has been embedded into the image file. In suggested method the message is
projected in Discrete Wavelet Transform coefficients on the behalf of OPAP and
Evolutionay algorithm and then this embedded message is enforced to the already
embedded cover image. Some information about the frequency time domain at the same
time is provided by the Wavelet transform techniques because it is capable enough to
offer this information. the basic process behind the Wavelet transform is to excerpt high
and low frequencies and these two frequencies is extracted when time domain is applied
over the high and low pass filters and get the corresponding results. this transformation
process is repeated evolutionay algorithmin and evolutionay algorithmin so many times
and each time when this transform is applied a branch of a signal is driven out. When we
calculate the addition and differences for contiguous components then another wavelet
i.e. HAAR wavelet starts work on data. This HAAR wavelet works one by one
horizontally and vertically, it means HAAR wavelet conducts primarily on horizontal
component and after that on the vertical component. The best feature of this wavelet is
the transform and its inverse is always equal. The energy of data is computed from the
HAAR wavelet transform from the top of the left hand corner

In this research work, the imperceptibility and capability of the input image has increased
after embedding function with the use of innovative technique introduced as
Steganography . evolutionay algorithm is very useful to minimizes the error differences
between the stego and cover image to achieve the optimal mapping function and
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sustaining the local properties of image by using block mapping technique. This research
also has another feature of increased hiding capacity of the secret messages by applying
the OPAP method to the algorithms and it has the greater hiding capacity than the other
existed systems. the results from the previously defined techniques provides increased
capacity and imperceptibility of the input image, but on the other hand the complexity of
the computations performed in this research are very high. at the same time we can
deduct the cost of computation by selecting the finest block size. The optimization
algorithms are also used for making increament in the PSNR and evolutionay algorithm
is in the catagory of optimization techniques. .The experimental results show that this
method works properly and is considered to give almost the optimum solution.

8.1 Limitation
The prominent limitation of the proposed system as following:
1. Suggested research work is basically a security design to protection the messages
from the frauds and this design are semantic oriented. This security design is
diagnosed only on the private computing device Thenceforth there is only one
restraint that is real time distribution on computer network.
2. The data hiding techniques that is used in this research is confined only to images,
while hiding other biometrics like speech, video etc. are beyond the line for
proposed data hiding techniques.
3. The Steganography for bulk data cannot be performed as the embedding capacity
confines the data feed.

8.2 Future Enhancement
Due to limitation of time and constraint of resource, the current project work is restricted
to specific functionality only. But in case, such obstruction can be overcomes, the current
project work could be extended to following future enhancement.
1. A typical method for Steganalysis of the LSB substitution is the histogram
attack that attempts to diagnose anomalies in the cover image's histogram. The
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future enhancement work would be in the direction to work on a new method
for image Steganography which improves over the LSB image Steganography
by decreasing the amount of changes made to the perceptual and statistical
attributes of the cover image. Some sensitive pixels affecting the signal
characteristics can be identified, and then lock and keep them from the extra
bit embedding process of the LSB method, by introducing a new embedding
key. Evaluation results will be expected to show that, without reducing the
embedding capacity, this future idea can decrease potentially detectable
changes caused by the embedding process.
2. Although the developed algorithm has facilitated a better Steganography
technique and the outputs of the developed module has also illustrated the
better performance as compared to the other existing stego techniques, then
while the further development and modification cannot be ignored. In order to
enhance the quality and quantity the more optimized computing like IEC
(Interactive Evolutionary Computing) computing can be employed. It will
provide the better transform and segmentation and this will be performing
higher data embedding with higher imperceptibility.
3. As we uses the LSB Steganography includes the optimization techniques and
this method diminishes the deterioration rate of images. the goal of LSB
matching Steganography method is to make the color values of processed
binary images reusable in the controlled manner and the principal of this
technique is based upon the evolutionay algorithm, so rather than focus on
implementation of make change in LSBs of the color representation of the
image. Further enhancement can be performed in the manner that a secret
message will be produced in a way that loss of color information of the image
reduced up to the level of negligible. The algorithms used in this approach
offer higher PSNR and enhanced the immunity of steganographic image. This
approach is flexible enough that not even produces the stand alone
steganographic algorithm, but also provides an extended version of other
algorithms.
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Abstract
Steganography refers to the technique of hiding secret messages into media such as text, audio,
image and video without any suspicion, while steganalysis is the art and science of detection of
the presence of steganography. It can be used for the benefit of the mankind to serve us as well as
by terrorists and criminals for malicious purposes. Both steganography and steganalysis have
received a lot of attention from law enforcement and media. In the past, different steganographic
techniques with properties of imperceptibility, undetectability, robustness and capacity have been
proposed. Newer and more sophisticated steganographic techniques for embedding secret
message will require more powerful steganalysis methods for detection. The battle between
steganography and steganalysis is never ending. In this paper, we are hiding data using
evolutionary computing technique that is enriched with OPAP to enhance the picture quality.
Evolutionary techniques are used to increase the robustness of the program and steganalysis
techniques are proposed against RS attack.

System Architecture
In this work the message has been embedded on Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) coefficient
using Evolutionay algorithm (EVOLUTIONAY ALGORITHM). Further, to obtain the embedded
image OPAP algorithm is applied. In EVOLUTIONAY ALGORITHM method a chromosome is
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encoded by doing permutation from 1-64 that point to pixel numbers in each array. It is used to
search for the best adjustment matrix. The main aim to apply OPAP is to minimize the error
between cover and stego image.

INSERT THE DATA
Cover image

secret message

apply IWT

apply evolutionary method
blocking

chromosome initialisation

selection

calculate Rm, Sm, R-m, S-m

apply 2D IWT and OPAP

Fig (i) System Architecture of the proposed research
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mutation

Fig (ii): The overall functional flow diagram
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The above mentioned figure represents the overall system functionalities of the
developed algorithm. The overall system function can be summarized by observing the figure
mentioned above. The figure represents the real operative steps of the developed design. In the
processing the user interface helps so as to provide a user interface to handle the developed model
and to access the developed module. At the inception, the cover image is selected where the data
is to be embedded. Once the cover image has been selected then the text data or the message is to
be selected and then in order to accomplish the motive of Steganography the stego key is assigned
so that at the other terminal the data can be retrieved by putting the key. Once the Key has been
provided, the real application development for the RS analysis will be started with the help of
robust EVOLUTIONAY ALGORITHM optimization. In this technique initially the message is to
be embedded. Here the EVOLUTIONAY ALGORITHM is playing a vital role for embedding
more and more data to the image. In this developed system architecture the integer to integer
wavelet transform has been done. Once the data has been embedded into the image file, then after
embedding the image is evolutionay algorithmin recovered and then it is now ready to be
transmitted over the communication channel. On the other hand at the receiver terminal or the
extraction terminal with the accurate assignment of the stego key the data is retrieved accurately.

Experimental Scenario
The recommended method is applied on the images of 512x512 size and each of 8 bit in the
format of grayscale, images that are used is “ship”, ”koala”, ”chrysanthemum” and ”penguins”.
Then the generation of messages are started randomly and length is same of each message
according to the maximum capacity of hiding. Table I represents the stego image quality with
help of PSNR feature. To discriminate the images in grayscale format to the PSNR is impotent
for the human visual system. In this project messages are projected in the K-LSBs, the k is lies
between 3 to 6 and PSNR is received. The results represents highest message hiding capacity and
visual quality for k value is 4 or 5, so value k is taken as 4.

Table.6.1. Comparison of PSNR of Images for variant value of K
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Cover Image

PSNR
K=3

K=4

K=5

K=6

Ship

46.83

39.94

32.04

24.69

Penguins

51.88

45.20

37.45

29.31

chrysanthemum

48.41

40.44

31.17

23.60

Koala

47.32

40.34

32.79

24.80

Fig.6.1 shows the original cover images along with their histogram and analyzed 4lsb histogram
to compare it with the ones of the resulting stego image to test for imperceptibility.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(f)

(h)
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(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Fig. Four Cover image used in system simulation and their corresponding histogram (a) Cover
image Ship (b) ship histogram (c)stego histogram of ship (d) Cover image penguin (e) penguin
histogram (f) stego histogram of penguin(g) cover image koala (h) koala histogram (i) stego
histogram of koala(j) Cover image chrysanthemum (k) chrysanthemum histogram (l) stego
histogram of chrysanthemum.

Conclusion
In this research work, the imperceptibility and capability of the input image has increased after
embedding function with the use of innovative technique introduced as Steganography .
evolutionay algorithm is very useful to minimizes the error differences between the stego and
cover image to achieve the optimal mapping function and sustaining the local properties of image
by using block mapping technique. This research also has another feature of increased hiding
capacity of the secret messages by applying the OPAP method to the algorithms and it has the
greater hiding capacity than the other existed systems. the results from the previously defined
techniques provides increased capacity and imperceptibility of the input image, but on the other
hand the complexity of the computations performed in this research are very high. at the same
time we can deduct the cost of computation by selecting the finest block size. The optimization
algorithms are also used for making increament in the PSNR and evolutionay algorithm is in the
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catagory of optimization techniques. .The experimental results show that this method works
properly and is considered to give almost the optimum solution.

Future Enhancement

A typical method for Steganalysis of the LSB substitution is the histogram attack that attempts to
diagnose anomalies in the cover image's histogram. The future enhancement work would be in
the direction to work on a new method for image Steganography which improves over the LSB
image Steganography by decreasing the amount of changes made to the perceptual and statistical
attributes of the cover image.
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